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When using straightening is recommended to comply with all safety regulations.
Before using straightening, please read this manual device.

1. Application:

Manual wire straightener used for straightening and grounding wire reinforcement Ø 6 - Ø
8.
It is possible to adapt the straightening of wire of a diameter in the range of 4mm - 10mm.

2.Installation:

Before working with wire straightener , choose a location that has enough free space to
operate the unit in compliance with all safety rules. While working wire straightener
should preferably be fixed to the ground with bolts.

3.     Technical         data:
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height: 112,5 cm

width: 51,5 cm (lub 82 cm - PR6-8/14 )

the depth (of the base): 39 cm

weight: 50 kg (lub 70 kg - PR6-8/14)

straightening wire diameter: 6 - 8 mm (or ranging from 4mm to 10mm)

design contains 18 rolling bearings

the leveling rolls are case-hardened and tempered

4.     Construction         of     wire straightener:
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roller moving
roller constant
guide wire
leveling rolls
crank to operate straightening
tripod
The biasing spring
screws guide rollers
screws straightening rolls

5. Wire         straightening:

To join a straightening of grounding wire by straightening consecutively perform the
following operations:

a. If possible, and require that conditions wire straightening
attach to the substrate (for example: wooden pallet).

b. Any method to straighten the beginning of the wire length of approx. 50 cm.

c. Erect wire introduced into the wire guide (3).

d. Wire straightening evenly turning the crank (5) until the desired length of straight wire.

6. Setting     straightening   when       changing         the         thickness         of   the   wire:

Wire straightening: PR6-8 / 7 (PR6-8 / 14) is factory set for straightening wire Ø 8mm.
Applied rollers are guides to the wire and Ø6mm Ø8mm.



In order to wire processing Ø6mm, unscrew the screws (8) guide rollers and turn the two
rollers (1 and 2) by 180 ° and then re-tighten the screws.

After reversal guide rollers, may need to adjust the distance between the rows of straightening
rolls.
To do this, use the enclosed key loosen the screws (9) of the upper straightening rolls so that
the rollers can be a pan, then place the beginning of the wire straightener wire between the
rollers and push through all leveling rolls by tightening the screws again.

7.     Instruction         in         the         field of         health         and   safety         protection         and
conservation:

1. The operating unit should be dressed in work clothes and protective. Do not wear loose
clothing and ornaments. Hair should be clipped or covered cap. Cuffs with jacket or shirt
should adhere closely.

2. The workplace should always be clean and tidy and well-lit work station.

. Before use, check the following:- the general condition of straightening.3
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. When working wire straightener should be safe to:
do not keep your hands within straightening rolls and stops,
do not use straightening for purposes other than its intended use.
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. Supporting wire straightener not allowed:

manipulate the hand near the rotating straightening rolls

. If in doubt about the safety of the activity, a worker has the right to stop work and6
consult with your supervisor to clarify the situation.

. After completion of the work should be carried out maintenance of the device:

thoroughly clean the rollers and gears of any contaminants that could get into the
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device during operation (sand, dust, metal chips, etc.), the contents (wire).

- wire straightener protected against dirt and moisture.

Warning!

Failure to follow the recommendations in this manual may result in
exposure to health and life of the user or damage to the device!



TERMS OF WARRANTY

1. Wire straightener is covered by a 12-month warranty period from the date of
sale.
2. The manufacturer provides free removal of defects arising during the
warranty period due to defects in material or assembly.
3
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. The warranty period shall be extended for the duration of the repair.

. The manufacturer is not liable for defects (damage) arising during transport,
and as a result of improper use of the device or unauthorized modifications
made by the user.
5. The buyer loses guarantee rights in the absence of the date of sale, signature
or stamp dealer.

. Guarantee repairs performed by the manufacturer or, in the case of minor
adjustments, the buyer in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.

. Warranty does not cover repair involving cleaning, lubrication, replacement
normally worn parts (bearings, bushings, slides, etc.).

. The term of the complaint is 14 working days from receipt of the equipment
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Date of sale ……………………….

Stamp and signature of the manufacturer
……………………………………………

by the purchaser. 
9. Costs for complaint purposes are borne by the buyer.


